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BUSINESS PLAN – Buzz in a bully

Our App aims to tackle bullying by providing school
children with a safe and comfortable way to seek support
and find helpful information.

Right now children are getting
bullied all over Australia and most
of them are too afraid to speak out.
The Buzz in a Bully app features
ways to help a child get through
their troubles with bullying. The
app offers confidential support and
empowering resources.
Schools will be able to download a
customised app to all school
devices, and students will also be
able to download it onto their own
devices. The Buzz in a Bully app is a
trusted companion and support for
children in difficult times.

With the Buzz in a Bully app
children can send either
anonymous or identified messages
to a dedicated welfare team at the
school they attend.
Welfare teams will have the
responsibility for reviewing and
acting on reports received through
the app.
The app will also feature video
scenarios to help educate and
empower children wioth toold to
use when they encounter bullying.

The aim of the Buzz in a Bully app is
to intervene in situations where
childen are being bullied. The app
intends to provide a safe mode for
children to seek help in a way that
can make the process feel
comfortable even for those who are
shy or feel scared to speak up.
With the inclusion of resources and
video scenarios, the app has the
potential to educate and empower
children to tackle bullying and put
an end to this for the 1 in 4 children
who are affected.
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We are a team from Kiama Public School,
called ‘STEM Stars’. We are both in Yr 6 and
new to computer programming and App
Development.
Hi Judges!
Thank you for taking the time to review our app. We have
had a lot of fun developing Buzz in a Bully and we have
learned a lot of things along the way.
We feel very proud of our achievement and having done
something that most adults don’t even know how to do.
We set out to create an app that would make a difference,
and we feel confident that we have done this.
Following the competition now we are committed to
developing our app to perfection to launch it in November
at our school. We are very excited to also have an
invitation to present our app idea to the Minister of
Education, so we would your feedback to help us refine
and improve our app in the future as we seek to perfect it.
We hope you are as excited as we are to dive into Buzz in a
Bully!

L to R: Sophie Yates & Mica Heslop

We were so excited to be selected to form a team in our
school’s very first year of being involved in the Search For
The Next Tech Girl Superhero completion!
We began working in Term 2 on our ideas and learning how
to use App Inventor. We have learned so much about App
Design and Developmen and building a business. We feel
like real entrepeneurs now!

Sophie & Mica
Developers, Buzz in a bully App

We have had support and assistance from our Coach &
Mentor as well as from teachers at our school. We invited
and spoke with the State MP for our area in our initial
research into problems in our community. We chose to
focus on bullying as it is a problem relevant to us and our
friends. It turned out that our State MP was elected to lead
the NSW government’s new anti-bullying program for
schools, and once our app is fully developed we will have
the opportunity to visit Parliament and share it with the
Minister for Education! We can’t wait!
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A tool for tackling bullying and
empowering kids to find support and
real solutions!
The app is simple to use and asks kids to login with their
school’s user information before reporting (anonymously if
they wish) a bullying situation. Once submitted, the report is
sent to an email address associated with the school’s
welfare team to be investigated and handled appropriately.

Buzz in a bully is a reliable bully companion app for
children that will be a customised experience specific
to their school. It gives children a chance to get help if
they are being bullied. All they have to do is press one
butto and fill in a report form to notify their school
welfare team about what is happening.

The Buzz in a Bully app will help to ensure that no child who is being bullied will feel scared to tell someone and get help.
The app is destined to save a lot of lives as bullying is a mjor cause of depressin and suicide among youth.
Strengths of our app:






Simple design and user interface
Customised to the user’s environment
Safe and provides comfort of anonymity
Can be replicated and used in any school
Makes reporting and help portable

Downfalls of our app:
* Adult support is not instant/real-time
* Children could misuse the reporting sytem
and make false claims about others
* Relies on schools having or forming a welfare
team dedicated to reviewing reports which
can be time consuming

The strengths in the app we feel outweigh the downfalls and we will continue to work on improving the app beyond the
competition.
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The Buzz in a Bully app has the potential to make a real difference to children
and help them to address bullying before it becomes a serious problem. We
have evaluated the overall features and design:

Simple, easy to use design that allows children to seek help in a non-threatening way from any device
while being custiomised to their school community to provide effective and safe support from those
who are familiar with them.

The anonymity feature in the app may be abused by users. A disclaimer has been incorporated asking
for responsible and truthful use of the reporting system. Support received a fter reporting a situation
also relies on a welfare team addressing it timely and investigating adequately.

1 in 4 children are bullied in Australia (www.aifs.gov.au). T hat is approximately 10,000 children in the
Illawarra, 250,000 children in NSW and 750,000 children in Australia who could benefit from using our
app.

While unlikely, if this app helped to eliminate bullying, then the need for it would cease. Hoever we
would consider this a a good thing and a success. No other anti-bullying apps exists which allow
customisation to schools and reporting to welfare teams.
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Beyond the competition the Buzz in a Bully app has potential for growth and
development to refine its impact.

We are committed to working on the app until it is
perfected and will be a successful tool for children
who are experiencing bullying.
Development will take time and is being broken down
into stages to ensure that each step is well done.
We are excited to be working on an evolving product
that we believe will have great impact.

In stage 1 we have developed th
app idea, design, and key features.
The app has been programmed and
tested and beyond the completion
will continue to be refined and
perfected for best usability.

In stage 2 we will compile resources
and help files to feature on the app.
The aim is to have help section
which will educate and empower
children with tools to tackle
bullying as well as the app giving
them the platform to report it.

In stage 3 we will pilot the app at our
own school and seek feedback from
staff and students. Our aim is to
launch the app on the International
Stand Up to Bullying Day in
November. We will launch the app
with a promotional campaign.
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The Buzz in a Bully appaims to tackle bullying through 3 features:

Children are able to report a
situation of bullying happening to
themselves, friends, or where they
have been a witness.

Once reported via the app, a
school’s welfare team receive the
information and can commence
investigations.

A dedicated help and resource
section will provide additional
support, with the suggestion of
ways to tackle bullying.

Any concerns for peers can be
reported.

The school’s welfare team will eb
able to assist affected students.

Education is the key to equipping
and empowering children.

Anonymity can be kept

Safe and private handling of
reports

Video scenarios modelling how
to handle a bully

Reports are received by a
school’s welfare team

Trusted professionals provide
the support

Written information about what
is bullying

Any device with the app
installed can be used to report

Support can be as immediate as
when reports can be reviewed.

Reinforced message that
bullying is not OK

Takes the ‘threat’ out of
standing up and reporting

Reports are handled internally at
schools for thorough reviewing

Tools and ideas for starting to
talk to an adult for help
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Bullying affect 1 in 4 Australian
children – or almost 900,000 children!
(source: aifs.gov.au)

Bullying is unfortunately a persisting problem in our
society, with 1 in 4 children being bullied at some stage.
Many bullied children feel afraid to report the bullying and
the Buzz in a Bully fits a niche in the market offering both
support and anonymity.

Almost 900,000 children
At a rate of 1 in 4 children being bullied this equates to
almost 900,000 children in the 5-18 year range.

Just over 14,000 children
At a rate of 1 in 4 children being bullied this equates to
just over 14,000 children (of school age) in our local
Illawarra area which our app aims to first target.

Approximately 130 children
Our school enrolment is just over 520 students, and at a
rate of 1 in 4 Australian children being bullied this
equates to approx. 130 children at our school being
affected.
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The Buzz in a Bully app
is one of a kind and
offers the unique ability
to report bullying to
trusted adults with ease
With the rise of social media
bullying is becoming a problem
which pursues children, following
them no matter where they go.
Most children in the 5 to 18 year
range have mobile devices which
make them more exposed to
bullying. The Buzz in a Bully app
proposes using these same devices
as a mobile support platform, so
help too can follow children
wherever they go. A survey of the
market has shown our idea to be a
unique one.

0

1 in 4 or 25% of Australian children
experience bullying.

1 in 4 or 25% of bullies end up with
a criminal record by the age of 30.

The cost to society in this problem
lies in absenteeism, lowered
success in school, poor mental
health, and increased suicide rates.

Bullying as a problem affects both
parties and the wider community
when underlying attitudes and
behaviours aren’t corrected.

Beat Bullying
with Confidence

Take a Stand
Together

Features

Buzz in a Bully

Price

FREE

FREE

FREE

Functionality

Medium

Basic

High

Design appeal

High

Low

High

In-app purchases

Support Network
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No other app
targeting bullying
offers the ability for
users to safely report
a bullying issue to a
team of trusted
professionals who are
known to them.

The Buzz in a Bully app has unique and beneficial features that have the
potential to make it a game changer in tackling the bullying issues. The success
of the app will depend on several factors and collaborative efforts:

Schools taking on the app and linking it to a welfare team
Welfare teams acting on reports to investigate in a timely manner
Children having access to devices with the app downloaded
Children using the app responsibly and honestly
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The Buzz in a Bully app will first be piloted at our school, then rolled out to
other local schools, and finally further beyond after collaborative evaluation.

A survey of our target group indicates that 100% of kids
think the Buzz in a Bully app is a great idea and that they
would use it if they were being bullied. The favourite
feature among those surveyed was our mascot – Bennie
the Bee, closely followed by the ability to report a bully.
We worked with a Graphic Designer to produce a mascot
that would make our app design appealing to our market.
Among the teachers surveyed the favourite feature in the
app was the personalisation to each school.

The initial app design has been built with App Inventor and
will be available on Android devices. In time we would like
to make the app available on other devices and also
develop a webstie with a PC platform for reporting too.
On a website we would feature a lot more educational
resources as well as case studies from people who have
been bullied but gone on to overcome it.

K i d s s u rv ey e d w ho l ik e t h e a p p

1 0 0%

Kids surveyed who would use the app

100 %

Fa vo ur i t e f e at u r e amo n g kid s

Favourite feature among teachers

Ma sco t

School login

Initially the app will be launched as a pilot evaluation at
our school. This will enable tight control over the successes
and failures for improving features as necessary before
releasing the app to a public market. Once evaluated we
would market the app to schools in our local area before
taking it further. Marketing strategies include:
Video pitches sent to schools and
presentations given to school staff

Distribution of promotional materials to
students at schools (wristbands eg.)

Utilise the power of social media to distribute
promotional flyers and videos
PC platform to come

Available on Android
devices firstly
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Funding for Publicity
Grants will be applied for to help
purchase promotional materials. Our
school P&C will help fundraise too.

A Social Enterprise
The Buzz in a Bully app is intended to
be a free app and not require in-app
purchases. We want the app to be
available to children who need it
without any inhibiting factors such as
cost.

A Labour of Love

Our desire in building this app has
been to make a difference.

The design and development of the
app has been done free of charge.

Our work on the design and
maintainence of the app we do for
free because we want to see it help.

We estimate an expense of $500 for
the launch of the app at our school in
the pilot and evaluation stage. This is
to cover the cost of promotional
materials. Costs associated with flyer
printing would be absorbed by the
school in lieu of receiving the app
and its services at no expense.

We estimate a repeat $500 expense
at each school the app is released to
if it is launched with promotional
materials. Schools would be asked to
absorb the cost of printing flyers,
once again in lieu of receiving the
app free of charge (including the
work to personalise the app to the
school).

